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Exercise – Sieve of Eratosthenes 
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The Sieve of Eratosthenes is an old algorithm that makes a list of primes: 
- List the integers begining with 2. 
- Circle 2 (it must be prime) and cross out all its multiples (they can not be prime). 
- Circle the next integer that is not crossed out (3) and cross out its multiples. 
- Repeat. 
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Python lists 
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A Python list is a data type that stores a sequence of items. They are 
similar to strings. But while every item in a string is a single character, list 
elements may be of any type, e.g. 
 
>>> a_list = [10, False, „Hello”, 3.14159].  
 
A pair of empty brackets [] denotes an empty list. 
 
 
 
 
Pointers (references to memory location) 
 

 

 

 

Lists 

0  10 

1  False 

2  „Hello” 

3  „3.14159 



Python lists 
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The following operations all work the same for lists as they do for strings: 
- Indexing using [] 
- Slicing using [i:j:k] 
- Concatenation using + 
- Repeated concatenation using *n 
- for loops 
- Accumulation loops 
- in and not in 
 
Caution: Concatenation only works between objects of the same type. 
For example, 
>>> items = [1, 4, 7] + „abc” 
will cause an error because the type of [1, 4, 7] (list) does not match the 
type of „abc” (string). 
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Lists Are Also Not Like Strings 
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These operations work with lists but not strings: 
- items[i] = x    # Replace items[i] with x 
- items[i:j] = newitems    # Replace items in slice with with newitems 
- items[i:j:k] = newitems    # Replace items in slice with with newitems 
 
- del items[i]       # Remove items[i] 
- del items[i:j]     # Remove items in slice 
- del items[i:j:k]  # Remove items in slice 
 
Random functions for lists 

The random module includes these functions for lists 
   choice(items)   # One random element from the items 
   shuffle(items)  # Randomly shuffle the elements of the items 
The choice() function also works on strings; the shuffle function does not. 
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Objects and objects methods 
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The syntax to call a method from an object is called dot notation: 
 
  
List methods 
If items is a list object, these are some of the methods that may be called 
on it:  
>>> items.append(x)  # Add item x to the end of items 
>>> items.insert(i, x)   # Insert item x into items at index i 
>>> items.pop()            # Remove and return the last item in items 
>>> items.pop(i)           #  Remove and return items[i]   
>>> items.remove(x)   #  Remove items x from items.  
>>> items.reverse()      #  Reverse the order of the elements in items. 
>>> items.sort()             # Sort the list items. 

All these methods modify the list they are called on, and only .pop() 
returns anything. 

 

 

<object>.<method>(<arguments>) 
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Numpy ndarray 
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Operating on the elements in a list can be done through iterative 
loops, which is computationally inefficient in Python.  
 
The Numpy package enables users to overcome this shortcomming by 
providing a data object called ndarray. 
 
The ndarray is similar to a list, but only the same type of element can 
be stored in each column, i.e. all elements must be floats, integers or 
strings. Besides this limitation, ndarray speeds up the calculations 
significantly. 
 
The Numpy package combines high computational efficiency with 
Python flexibility – so the language can be used for scientific purposes 
where arrays are the basic data structures.  
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Numpy ndarray operation time 
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